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URBANSTEMS CASE STUDY

“Our development team was supposed

The Solution:


Implementing Creator

TM

to stay focused on a company-wide

Frontend to
initiative. We felt guilty every time we

gain speed, control, and the power

had to take up their time.”



of an inventory-aware solution.


Katie Hudson

Product prices and availability change often for

Content Director at Urbanstems

UrbanStems. A common problem with past
solutions was that they showed out-of-stock
products which led to higher bounce rates.
Creator

TM

Frontend enabled their web page to pull

The Results:


Exceeding revenue numbers and

in the backend data of their best-sellers, and only
TM

those in stock. Creator

Frontend also updated

customer expectations.



prices seamlessly freeing up the team’s time –
whereas before the team had to manually update

TM

In the first few weeks UrbanStems used Creator

Frontend to create their new web experience, they

price changes. 



saw a 20% increase in conversion and a 90%
TM

The team used Creator

Frontend to quickly set up

an a/b test on their home page to test fall
messaging vs generic evergreen messaging to see
which converted better. They were inspired that
they could build pages as fast as their creative

increase in transaction rates. Their new site now
showcases best-sellers, customer testimonials and
brand value-propositions to deliver the shoppable
brand experience that keeps customers coming
back. 



minds could brainstorm.  


The team itself has gained new creative speed –

TM

“Creator

Frontend empowered our team. We can

now say yes. And then it’s done.”

Katie Hudson, Content Director at UrbanStems.

12 times faster time to market. From beginning to
end, the team can brainstorm, create and go live in
under two weeks without needing to use their
development team. Whereas before the process
used to take at least two months. Now the team
builds beautifully designed web experiences with
content that is optimized for site speed and mobile
too.  



The new digital storefronts are tailored to customer
needs and allow fast a/b testing. From birthdays to
special life moments – the team now creates more
personalized customer journeys. The speed and
revenue results have people across the
organization thinking about new ways to leverage
Creator

TM

Frontend for even more of their site and

content.

creatorbyzmags.com

